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1.1. We fix an algebraically closed field k and a quiver Q without 
oriented cycles, whose vertex set Q, we identify with { 1, . . . . n}. For a in the 
set Q, of arrows of Q, we denote by ta and ha the tail and the head of a, 
respectively. 
A representation X of Q consists of a family {X(i): in QO} of finite 
dimensional k-vector spaces and a family {X(a): X(ta) + X(ha): a E Q1 } of 
k-linear maps. A morphism f: X + Y between two representations of 
Q is a family {f(i): X(i)+ Y(i): in QO} of k-linear maps satisfying 
f(ha)oX(a) = Y(a)of(ta) for all arrows a. We denote the category of 
representations of Q by mod Q. It is an abelian category of global dimen- 
sion at most 1. We will denote the only possibly non-trivial extension 
group Ext’ by Ext. 
The dimension vector of a representation X of Q is the vector 
dim X= (dim X(l), . . . . dim X(n)) in N”, and the dimension of X is the 
natural number dim X= dim X( 1) + . . . + dim X(n). The support of X is 
the full subquiver of Q whose vertices are {i: X(i) ZO}. 
For a vector d = (d,, . . . . d,) E N”, we define R(Q, d) to be the set of 
representations X of Q such that X(i) = k” for ie QO. Thus R(Q, d) is the 
product 
R(Q, d) = n Hom,(kdru, kdhe). 
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The group GL(d) = I-I:= i GL(d,) acts linearly on R(Q, d) by 
((g 1, *.., g,).X)(a)=ghaOX(CC)Ogla’. 
Obviously GL(d)-orbits on R(Q, d) are just isomorphism classes. 
1.2. Let T,, . . . . T, be pairwise non-isomorphic representations of Q, and 
set T= Tile ... @T:, li> 0. By the Artin-Voigt lemma [S], the 
representation T has an open GL(dim T)-orbit in R (Q, dim T) if and only 
if Ext( T, T) = 0. Our goal is to describe the complement of such an open 
orbit. Of course we may assume that the support of T is all of Q. Note 
that the support of a representation having an open orbit never contains 
oriented cycles, without any hypothesis on the quiver. 
First we recall a construction of Bongartz [2]. Let kQ be the quiver 
algebra of Q, viewed as a (projective) representation of Q. Choose an exact 
sequence 
such that the induced map 
Hom( Tk, @ Ty) + Ext(T,, kQ) 
is surjective for all k, where pLi = dim, Ext( Ti, kQ). It is easy to see that F 
is independent of the choice of such a sequence, up to isomorphism, and 
that Ext( T@ T, TO F) = 0. Therefore TO T is a tilting module, and it has 
n nonisomorphic indecomposable summands [4,2]. We call the Bongartz 
completion of T the direct sum Ts = T,, 1 @ ‘. S @ T, of the direct sum- 
mands of p which are not isomorphic to T,, . . . . T,. 
For j = r + 1, . . . . n, we denote by gj the closure of the set of representa- 
tions in R(Q, dim T) that contain Tj as a direct summand. 
1.3. For i= 1, . . . . r, we set 
T[i1] = @ T$. 
k#i 
We call T, essential if Ti is either a submodule or a quotient of some 
representation in add T[i], the full subcategory of mod Q whose objects 
are direct sums @ k + i TF, vk > 0. If Ti is essential, let vi be the closure of 
the set of representations in R(Q, dim T) which contain Tf’+ ’ as a direct 
summand. 
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THEOREM 1. Suppose that T = T;’ @ +. . @ TRY has an open orbit in 
R(Q, dim T), that its support is Q, and that it is stable. Then the irreducible 
components of the complement of the orbit of T in R(Q, dim T) are the %?,‘s 
for T, essential and gr,, , , . . . . 9,,. The codimension of LSr+, , . . . . 9,, in 
R(Q, dim T) is 1, and the codimension of Vi is Ai + 1 > 1. Moreover, every 
component is the closure of an orbit under GL(dim T). 
The notion of stability will be defined in 4.1; it means that li is big 
enough, for i= 1, . . . . r. If Q is of finite representation type, i.e., the graph Q 
underlying Q is a disjoint union of Dynkin diagrams A,, D,, E6, E,, or 
E,, any representation having an open orbit is stable. 
Note that the number of irreducible components is bounded by n. 
1.4. EXAMPLE. Let Q= 1 3 2, dim T, = (1, 21, dim T2 = (2, 3). Here, 
T=Tf’@T? is stable if and only if A,,&#l. If Ai,&a2, T, and T2 are 
essential, since T, is a submodule of T2 and T, a quotient of Tf . The com- 
ponents %‘, and %?* are the closure of the orbits of Tfl+ ’ @ T2-2 @ A and 
T;‘-2@ ,$+I 0 B, respectively, where A has an open orbit in R(Q, (3,4)) 
and B is the one-dimensional representations supported at the vertex 2. In 
case A, = 0 or A2 = 0, the complement of the orbit of T is irreducible of 
codimension 1; it is the closure of the orbit of T, @ T$-2@A and 
Tfl~ ’ @ T, @ B, respectively. 
1.5. If T is not supposed to be stable but still has an open orbit and has 
Q as its support, the complement of the orbit of T is the union of n-r 
irreducible components of codimension 1 together with closed irreducible 
subsets Vi of greater codimension, one for every essential T,. However, 
there might be inclusions among the $‘s, and irreducible components need 
not be closures of orbits. But it remains true that the number of irreducible 
components is n at most. 
We will explain these results in Section 5. 
2. PERPENDICULAR CATEGORIES 
In this chapter, we develop the tools that will enable us to prove our 
results by induction. We begin by recalling some of the definitions and 
results of [IO]. 
2.1. Let X be a representation of Q. The right perpendicular category 
XI to X is the full subcategory of representations Y of Q such that 
Hom(X, Y) = Ext(X, Y) =O. It is closed under direct sums, direct sum- 
mands, extensions, images, and kernels. Therefore it is an exact abelian 
subcategory of mod Q. 
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The left perpendicular category ‘X is the full subcategory of representa- 
tions Y of Q such that Hom( Y, X) = Ext( Y, X) = 0. If X = X’ 0 P, where P 
is projective and X’ does not contain projective direct summands, we have 
XL = l(zX’ @I VP), 
where rX’ = D Tr X’ is the Auslander-Reiten translate of X’ (see [ 11) and 
VP is the injective representation 
VP = Hom,(kQ, k) Oko P. 
For a set {Xi: i E Z} of representations, {Xi} ’ and ’ {Xi} are defined to 
be the intersections nie, Xl and r)i., IXi, respectively. 
2.2. It has been proved in [lo] that for T= T:’ @ . . . 0 T) with 
Ext( T, T) = 0, the category TL is equivalent to the category of representa- 
tions of a quiver Q’ having n-r vertices and not containing oriented 
cycles. 
Let T,= T,+,@ ... 0 T, be the Bongartz completion of T (1.2). Recall 
that there is an exact sequence 
such that the induced maps Hom( T,, @ &, TP’) + Ext( T,, kQ) are surjec- 
tive and that T, is a direct summand of T. For j = r + 1, . . . . n, let T,’ be the 
trace of T in Tj, i.e., the sum of all images of maps from T to T,, and set 
Tj = T,/T,‘. Note that T, = @J’= , + i Fj is the quotient of T, by the trace 
TL of T in T,. 
PROPOSITION. T, is a projective generator for TL. 




and note that Ext(T@ TB, TL) = 0. So obviously T, lies in Tl. For Y in 
T’, we have Ext(F, Y) =0= Ext(T,, Y) by (*), and thus Ext(FB, Y) = 0. 
Thus FB is projective in T’. The fact that kQ is a projective generator for 
mod Q together with (*) and (**) implies that T, is a projective generator 
for T’. 
481/130/2-10 
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COROLLARY. Fr+,,..., r,, are representatives for the indecomposable 
projectives in TL. 
ProoJ Any endomorphism f of T, maps T; into T/ and thus induces an 
endomorphism f of T,. The algebra homomorphism from End T, to End T, 
defined in this way is surjective as Ext( Tj, Tj) = 0. So T, is either zero 
or indecomposable. But TB has n-r non-isomorphic indecomposable 
summands. 
2.3. Let Y’ in mod Q’ be the representation corresponding to some Y 
in T’ which has an open orbit in R(Q, dim, Y). Then the orbit of Y’ in 
R(Q’, dima, Y’) is open as well, since Ext& Y’, Y’) = Exto( Y, Y) = 0. We 
wish to compare the complements of these orbits. 
We start in a slightly more general context. Let Q’ be a quiver with m 
vertices and without oriented cycles, and let 
F: mod Q’ + mod Q 
be an exact functor. Then F sends any representation of Q’ with dimension 
vector d’ = (d;, . . . . dh) to some representation of Q with dimension vector 
d = Fd’ = Cy= 1 dl dim Fk,, where ki is the one-dimensional representation 
of Q’ supported at i. 
Keeping the notations, we have: 
PROPOSITION. There exists a morphism $: GL(d’) + GL(d) of algebraic 
groups and a polynomial map cp: R(Q’, d’) + R(Q, d) such that q(Z) is 
isomorphic to FZ and cp( g. 2) = $(g) . q(Z) for Z E R(Q’, d’) and 
g E GL(d’). 
Proof: Let 
L: mod Q -+ mod Q’ 
be a left adjoint functor to F. Since F is exact, L takes projectives to projec- 
tives and therefore restricts to a functor 
where .Po and go, denote the full subcategories of projectives in mod Q and 
mod Q’, respectively. 
Identifying mod Q and mod Q’ with the categories of (covariant) k-linear 
functors from Pz and Pi?, respectively, to mod k, we can define the 
functor 
G: mod Q’ + mod Q 
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given by 
By definition, we have 
L(Homo( , P)) = Horn&, LP) 
for all P in 9$o. This yields, for any functor Z: 9;? -+ mod k and any 
psg,, 
Hom(L(Homo( , P)), Z) = Hom(Hom& , LP), Z) 
7 Z(LP) = (GZ)(P) r Hom(Homo( , P), GZ), 
functorially in P. Since L is right exact, this implies that L is left adjoint 
to G and hence that G is isomorphic to F. But the proposition is true for 
G by construction. 
2.4. Let us apply the preceding proposition to 
F: mod Q’ 2 T’ + mod Q. 
Choose Y’ in mod Q’ having an open orbit in R(Q’, d’), where 
d’ = dimes Y’. Then Y = FY’ E Tl will have an open orbit in R( Q, d), where 
d = dime Y. Let 
cp: NQ’, d’) + R(Q, d) 
be the polynomial map constructed in 2.3. Note that GL(d) . im cp = 
T’ n R( Q, d) is open, since Hom( T, ) = 0 and Ext( T, ) = 0 are open condi- 
tions. 
PROPOSITION. Let Vi, . . . . %‘L be the irreducible components of 
R(Q’, d’)\GL(d’) . Y’. Then the closures of GL(d) . cp(%i), . . . . GL(d) . cp(%‘L) 
are irreducible components of R(Q, d)\GL(d) . Y, and the remaining com- 
ponents do not meet the image of cp. 
ProoJ We have 
GL(d) . im cp\GL(d) . Y = fi GL(d) . cp(W;), 
i=l 
and there are no inclusions among the sets GL(d) . cp(%:), since cp is 
injective. The result follows. 
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2.5. Of course, there are analogous results for ‘T. In particular, the 
category ‘(T’) = ‘( FB) is equivalent to the category of representations of 
a quiver Q” with r vertices. Moreover, T lies in ‘( Tl ) and has an open 
orbit in R(Q, d), where d = dimQ T. Let T” be a representation of Q” such 
that FT” is isomorphic to T, where F is defined as in 2.4, and set 
d” = dim,,, T”. Then T” is a tilting module in mod Q”. As before, 
cp: R( Q”, d”) + R( Q, d) 
denotes the polynomial map such that q(Z) is isomorphic to FZ for Z in 
R( Q”, d”). 
Let gf, . . . . GF?~ be the irreducible components of R(Q”, d”)\GL(d”). T”, 
and denote the closure of GL(d) . cp(%‘I’) by Wi, for i = 1, . . . . s. Let 9,) . . . . G@ 
be the irreducible components of the closed set R(Q, d)\GL(d) .im cp. 
PROPOSITION. If the support of T= Tf’ @ . . . @ TAT is Q, the irreducible 
components of R(Q, d)\GL(d) . T are WI, . . . . %?*, 9,) . . . . Bt. The components 
9 , , . . . . 9, are of codimension 1 in R(Q, d), and their number t equals n - r. 
The components %?, , . . . . qS have codimensions greater than 1. 
Remark. It will become clear later on that 
codimRce, aJ %‘i = codimRca,,, d,,) %‘,!I, for i = 1, . . . . s. 
Proof: The set GL(d) . im cp equals 
R(Q,d)n ‘(T’)= () (R(Q,d)n ‘(Sj)), 
j=r+l 
where S, + r, . . . . S, denote the simple objects of Tl. By [lo], the comple- 
ment of ‘(Sj) in R(Q, d) is an irreducible component of R(Q, d)\GL(d) . T 
of codimension 1, and all irreducible components of codimension 1 are of 
this form (compare also [S]). Since obviously no gj lies in any y, the 
result follows from the preceding proposition. 
3. SOURCE AND SINK MAPS 
3.1. The following lemma is essentially proved in [4]. 
LEMMA. Let X, Y be representations of Q with Ext(X, Y) = 0, and choose 
a morphism f E Hom( Y, X). The image off can be written as x’ @ Y’ @ R in 
such a way that the composition of f: Y -+ im f with the projection 
im f + Y’ @ R is a retraction and the inclusion of x’ @R in X is a section. 
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Proof As f induces a surjection from Ext(cokerf, Y) to 
Ext(coker f, im f), there is a commutative diagram 
O--+imfA X -cokerf-0 
fT Th II 
o- Y 7 Z --+cokerf-0. 
This yields an exact sequence 
0 - y ” g”b im f@ Z ci’-h’b X- 0, 
which splits. This proves the lemma. 
In particular, if X and Y are indecomposable, f must be zero or injective 
or surjective. 
COROLLARY. Let T= Tfl@ ... @T: with Ext(T, T)=O. Then 
End Ti = k, i = 1, . . . . Y, and the transitive relation on {T,., . . . . T,} generated 
by 
Ti < Tj if Hom(T,, T,)#O 
is an order relation. 
ProoJ That End Ti = k follows immediately from the lemma. Suppose 
there exists a sequence of non-zero non-isomorphisms 
fl J-2 Ti, - T, - h . . . -, Tis - T, . 
Then somewhere an injection must follow a surjection, and the composi- 
tion is neither injective nor surjective nor zero. 
3.2. Let X, Y,, . . . . Y, be pairwise non-isomorphic indecomposables. 
A map f: X+ @ f= 1 Yj” is a source map from X to add( Y, @ . . . @ Y,) 
provided that 
(i) any map from X to some Y, factors through f, 
(ii) if crof still has property (i) for an endomorphism c( of @ Yy, 
then a is an automorphism. 
Dually, a map g: @ ;= 1 y + X is a sink map from add( Y, 0 .. . @ Y,) 
to X provided that 
(i’) any map from some Y, to X factors through g, 
(ii’) if gob still has property (i’) for an endomorphism /I of @ c”, 
then /I is an automorphism. 
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It is easy to see that source and sink maps exist and that they are unique 
up to isomorphism. 
3.3. Let T= Tf’@ . . . 0 T: have an open orbit in R(Q, dim T) as 
before. Denote by 
f+:Ti-+T+ and f; : T; -+ T, 
a source map from Ti to add T[r] and a sink map from add T[T] to T,, 
respectively. Recall that T[T] = @ kZi T$. Note that f+ or f; may be 
zero. From 3.1 we know that these maps are either injective or surjective. 
Set 
Ai=kerf+, Bi = coker f ,:, 
and consider the exact sequences 
Xi = ker f; , Y, = coker f+ , 
r: 0- Ai---+ Ti-----+ T+ - Yi- 0, (*) 
o-xi- .c T; - Ti - Bi - 0. (**I 
LEMMA. (i) If f ,? is surjective, then Ai is indecomposable and lies in 
‘T[f], and we have Ext(A,, Ti) = 0. 
(ii) Iff; is injective, then Bi is indecomposable and lies in T[i]‘, and 
we have Ext( Ti, Bi) = 0. 
Proof We only prove (i). It follows from (*) that Hom(A,, Ti)= k, 
which implies that Ai is indecomposable. Applying Hom( , Tk) to (*) we 
find the long exact sequence 
0 + Hom( T+ , T,) + Hom( Ti, Tk) --t Hom(A,, Tk) 
+ Ext( T+ , Tk) = 0 + Ext( Ti, Tk) = 0 + Ext(A,, T,) + 0. 
For k # i, the first inclusion is an isomorphism. 
PROPOSITION. (i) Let f ,: be surjective. Then f ,? is surjective, Xi is 
indecomposable, T[?] @Xi does not extend itself, Ext(X,, Ti) =O, 
Ext(Ti, Xi) = k, and the inclusion Xi + T,: is a source map from Xi to 
add T[f]. 
(ii) Let f ,? be injective. Then f ,: is injective, Yi is indecomposable, 
T[i] @ Yi does not extend itself, Ext(T,, YJ = 0, Ext( Yi, Ti) = k, and the 
projection T,? + Yi is a sink map from add T[?J to Yi. 
Proof: We only prove (i). The fact that f + is surjective follows from 
Lemma 3.1 applied to f + 0 f; . 
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From (a*) we obtain an exact sequence 
0 + Hom( Tj, Xi) -+ Hom( Ti, Ti) -+ Hom( Ti, Ti) = k + Ext( Ti, Xi) + 0, 
which shows that Ext( Ti, Xi) = k. If Xi were decomposable, we could 
write Xi = X’@ x” in such a way that Ext( Ti, X’) = 0. Then the natural 
projection Xi-+X’ would factor through T;. But the inclusion 
Xi = ker f; -+ T,: lies in the radical of mod Q, since fi is a sink map. 
Mapping (**) to Tk we see that Ext(Xi, T,) is a quotient of Ext( T; , Ti), 
which is zero for any k. Mapping Tk to (**), for k # i, we find 
O+Hom(T,,Xj)-+Hom(T,, T;) 
Hom(Tk,f,m) 
w  Hom(T,, Tj)-+Ext(T,,Xi)-+O. 
Since Hom(T,, J’;) is surjective, we see that Ext(T,, Xi) = 0. Finally, 
Ext(Xi, Xi) is a quotient of Ext( T,: , Xi) = 0. 
Any map from Xi to Tk factors through the inclusion Xi + T; , since 
Ext( Ti, Tk) = 0 for all k. If this inclusion were not a source map from Xi 
to add T[i], T, would be decomposable. 
3.4. Consider the special case that T is a tilting module, i.e., that r = n. 
Then the support of T automatically equals Q [4,2]. The preceding 
proposition tells us that, in case f; is surjective, T[i] @Xi is a tilting 
module again and that Ai is the unique indecomposable object in ‘T[il]. 
We now treat the remaining case that f, is injective and S+ surjective. 
PROPOSITION. For a tilting module T= Tt’O .. . 0 T$ the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) f ,: is injective and f ,? is surjective. 
(ii) The unique indecomposable object in ‘T[f] is projective. 
(iii) The support of T[i^ ] is ‘smaller than Q. 
Proof. (i) 3 (ii). By assumption, we have A,#0 # Bi. If Ai is not 
projective, the only indecomposable in T[l]’ is Bi G rAi. Since Ti has the 
non-injective module B, as a quotient, it is not injective. Using Lemma 3.3, 
we see 
O=DExt(Ai, Ti)rHom(Ti,zA,)~Hom(Ti,Bi)=k, 
which is absurd. For the first isomorphism see [ 1, 31. 
(ii) =+ (iii). If the indecomposable projective Pi associated with some 
vertex j of Q lies in ‘T[f], then j cannot belong to the support of T[ij. 
(iii) + (i). Clearly f ,? cannot be injective, nor f i surjective. 
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COROLLARY. If T = T;l@ . 0 T$ and T[l] @ Z are tilting modules 
for some indecomposable Z not isomorphic to Ti, then either f; is surjective 
and Z 2 A’, or f + is injective and Z 3 Y,. 
Remark. The Bongartz completion of T[i^ ] is Xi in the lirst case and T, 
in the second, and it is Ti if the support of T[i^ ] is smaller than Q (see 3.5). 
Proof: Denote by 
g+:z+z+ and g-:z- -+z 
a source map from Z to add Z’[f] and a sink map from add T[ i^ ] to Z. 
First suppose that f + and g+ are both surjective. Then Aj and ker g+ 
must be isomorphic, since they are both indecomposable in ‘T[?J. The 
two middle sequences in the diagram 
1 
O-A,- 
o- z - V -T+-0 
0 0 
must split, and the isomorphisms 
VrTi@Z+rZ@T,? 
imply that Z is isomorphic to Ti. The same conclusion holds in case both 
fi and g; are injective. In particular, Ti is the only indecomposable 
completion of T[i^ ] to a tilting module if the support of T[f] is smaller 
than Q. 
Suppose now that f; is surjective and g- is injective. Then the source 
map from Xi to add T[l] is injective, and we can apply the preceding 
argument to T[f] @Xi. Note that g+ must be injective. Finally, if f+ is 
injective and g+ is surjective, we find that Z is isomorphic to Y,. 
3.5. Let US return to the case where T= T$ @ . . . @ T”r, r <n, with 
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Ext(T, T)=O. Let T,= T,+,@ . . . 0 T,, be the Bongartz completion of T, 
and denote by 
gj+ : Tj + Tj+ + 
a source map from Tj to add T, j = r + 1, . . . . n. 
PROPOSITION. Zf the support of T is Q, the source map gJ? is injective, for 
j= r + 1, . . . . n. 
Proof. Suppose that the sink map 
hj: Q T”k” + T, 
k#j 
from add( TO T,[j^ ]) to Tj is surjective. Recall that there is an exact 
sequence 
O-,kQ-d= & T$“- & Ty-,0, 
k=l i=l 
and consider the commutative diagram 
0 0 
T T r 
O-kQ- QWQ , TPJ - @Tel-O 
’ O-kQ- coker I - 0 
(ker hj)pI = (ker hj)p’ 
T T 
0 0 
where the existence of the map 1 follows from the projectivity of kQ. Now 
the vertical sequence to the right splits, because Ext( Tk, ker hj) = 0 for all 
k # j (Proposition 3.3). But then the middle vertical sequence must split as 
well, which is impossible. 
So our assumption was wrong, and the sink map h,: ok + j TF + rj is 
in fact injective. Since the support of T and a fortiori the support of 
TO TJj] are Q, the source map from Tj to add(T0 T&j) is injective 
as well (3.4). 
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In order to show that g: is injective, it suffices to prove that there exists 
an injection from T, to add T. This is clear if T, is maximal among 
{Tr,,, . ..> T,,) for the order relation defined in 3.1 (for TO T,). It follows 
by induction for the others. 
Remark. For j = r + 1, . . . . n, the trace T,’ of T in Ti is the image of a 
sink map from add T to Tj. Since such a sink map must be injective by the 
preceding proof, T/ lies in add T. This implies that (TO T,[j] )’ = 
(TO &L,fl)i. 
Let S, be the simple object in T’ whose projective cover is Fj. This is 
the unique indecomposable in ( TB[s])’ n T’ and thus in (T,[i])’ n T’. 
It follows that Sj is the cokernel of the sink map h,. Thus Tj lies in ‘Sk 
for all k #j, k B r + 1, but not in ‘Sj. Note that the same is true for the 
cokernel Zj of the source map g,? from T, to add T. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
4.1. Let T= Tf’ @ .. . @ T: have Q as its support, and suppose that 
Ext( T, T) = 0. Let TB = T, + 1 0 ... @ T, be the Bongartz completion of T. 
Set 
I- = (ie { 1, . . . . r}: f; : T; + Ti is surjective}, 
Z+ = {i~{l,...,r}:f+: T,+T,+ is injective) 
Note that I- and I, do not meet and that T, is essential (1.3) if and only 
if i belongs to I- or to I,. 
DEFINITION. T is stable if the following representations are direct sum- 
mands of T: 
T,: for iEZ_, 
T; for iEZ+, 
T’+ 
J 
for j= r + 1, . . . . n. 
Recall that T,? + is defined by the property that there is a source map 
gji : Tj + T,” + from Tj to add T. If T is stable, we define Rk by 
T[il] = 
( 
T; 0 Ri for ifzZ_, 
T+@R, for iEZ,, 
T=T,++@R, for j= r + 1, . . . . n. 
We shall assume throughout this chapter that T is stable. 
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4.2. We first describe the components of R(Q, dim T)\GL(dim T) . T of 
codimension 1 in R(Q, dim T). 
PROPOSITION. The orbit of Tj @ ZjQ Rj is of codimension 1 in 
R( Q, dim T), for j = r + 1, . . . . n. 
Recall that Zj is the cokernel of g; : T, + T,? + . 
Proof: We only have to show that 
Ext(Tj@Zj@Rj, Tj@Zj@R,)=k, 
for j= r + 1, . . . . n. Considering the exact sequence 
+ 
g/ O-- Tj--+ T++ - Zj- 0, J (*) 
we see that, for i= 1, . . . . r, the groups Ext(T,, Zi) and Ext(Z,, Ti) 
vanish, which implies that Ext(Rj, Zj) = Ext(Z,, Rj) = Ext( T,” + , Zj) = 
Ext(Zj, TT + ) = 0, and Ext(Zj, Zj) is a quotient of the last group. Mapping 
Tj into (*), we see that Ext(T,, Zj) is a quotient of Ext(Tj, TF ‘) =O. 
Finally, mapping (*) to Tj, we obtain a surjection End Tj = k -+ 
Ext(Zj, Tj), which shows that Ext(Z,, Tj) =-k. This proves the proposition. 
Note that, for k, j > r + 1, k # j, the representations Tj@ ZjQ Rj and 
Tk@ Z,@ Rk are not isomorphic. Indeed, any sink map from add T to Zj 
is surjective, so that Zj cannot be isomorphic to Tk. Moreover, the orbit 
of Rj @ Zj is open in R( Q, dim T- dim Tj). Therefore the part of 
Theorem 1 about irreducible components of codimension 1 is proved. 
Remark. By the final remark in 3.5, the closure gj of the orbit of 
TjO ZjQ Rj is the component R(Q, dim T)\*Si. 
4.3. Next we show that the closure %i of the set of representations that 
contains Tfi’ ’ as a direct summand is the closure of an orbit, provided 
that Ti is essential. Indeed, for i E I-, the module Ri 0 Xi does not extend 
itself (3.3) and therefore has an open orbit in R(Q, dim T-dim T:l+‘). So 
gi is the closure of the orbit of TF+ ’ @ Xi@ Ri. Similarly, it is the closure 
of the orbit of T?+‘O Yi@Ri for iEZ+. Computing the extension group 
of a representation in the open orbit in wi with itself and using the Artin- 
Voigt lemma, we see that 9Ji is of codimension Ai + 1, for i E I- u I,. 
In particular, G$ is irreducible whenever Ti is essential. In order to see 
that there are no inclusions among the sets %;, recall that by 3.3 
Ext(T,, Tf’+’ @Xi@R,)=k for iEZ_, 
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and 
Ext(Ti, Z)=O 
for Z in the open orbit of qk, for k # i, k E I- u I,. By the semicontinuity 
of the dimension of Ext( Ti, ), %$ cannot be contained in qi. In case i E I,, 
one has to consider Ext( , Ti). 
In order to finish the proof of Theorem 1, it only remains to show that 
the complement of GL(dim T) . Tu uy=,+ i sj is contained in uis,_ “,+ qi. 
This will be done by induction on r. 
4.4. Suppose r 2 2. Choose the numbering of T,, . . . . T, in such a way 
that Ti< ,Ti for the order relation defined in 3.1 implies i<j. Note that T, 
lies in T[ 11’ and T, in 1 T[i]. 
LEMMA. Every representation in R(Q, dim T) has a submodule as well as 
a quotient with dimension vector dim Tt, i= 1, . . . . r. 
ProoJ: Set dim T = d + d’ with d, d’ E N”, and consider the closed subset 
s= n 
Hom(kdlz, kdhb) Hom(kd;x, kdh=) 
EEQl 0 Hom(kd;z, kdia) 1 
of R(Q, dim T). It is stable under the parabolic subgroup 
GL(dj) Hom(kd;, k4) 
0 GL(d;) 1 
of GL(dim T). Therefore the set GL(dim T) . S of representations in 
R(Q, dim T) that contain a submodule of dimension vector d is still closed. 
This follows from the fact that the quotient of GL(dim T) by the parabolic 
group is complete. For char k = 0, a proof can be found in [6]. If in addi- 
tion this last set meets the orbit of T, it must be all of R(Q, dim T). This 
is the case for d = dim Tf’ as well as for d = Ckfi dim T$. 
COROLLARY. Any non-empty GL(dim T)-stable open subset % of 
R(Q, dim T)\GL(dim T) . T contains representations which have either Tf’ 
as a quotient or T: as a submodule. 
Proof: Pick Z in %. Let Z” be a quotient with dim Z” = dim Ti’, and 
denote by Z’ the kernel of the projection from Z to Z”. We may assume 
that neither Z’ is isomorphic to T:‘@ . . . @ T: nor Z” to Tfl. 
Choose bases for Z’(j) and Z”(j), j= 1, . . . . n. Since 4? is stable under 
GL(dim T), we may choose as a basis for Z(j) first the basis of Z(j) and 
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second inverse images of the basis of Z’(j), for j= 1, . . . . n. Then Z(U) will 





for CI E Qi, for some matrix A(tx). Choose bases for T:‘(j), j = 1, . . . . n, and 
set 
z;(a) = (1 - t) z”(a) + tT:‘(cc), 
for CI E Ql and t E k. The representation Z: is isomorphic to Ttl for t in an 
open non-empty subset Y of k. We define Z, by 
for t E k, and we claim that Z, is not isomorphic to T for t E V. Indeed, 
otherwise the projection from Z, to Zy 3 Tt’ would have to be a retrac- 
tion, since Hom(T[l], T,) = 0, but Z’ is not isomorphic to T[I]. So Z, lies 
in R( Q, dim T)\GL(dim T) . T for t E V and hence in % for some t # 0. 
4.5. We are now ready to finish the proof by induction. By 2.5, we may 
assume that T= T:l@ . . . @ T: is a tilting module, i.e., that Q has n = r 
vertices. We may suppose n > 2, the case n = 1 being trivial. 
We start from a representation Z not isomorphic to T which has Til as 
a quotient. We leave the case where T$ is a submodule to the reader. Let 
Z’ be the kernel of a quotient map from Z to Tt’, and consider the exact 
sequence 
O-+Z’+Z+ T+O. (*I 
By definition, we have dim Z= dim T[f], and Z’ is not isomorphic to 
T[l]. So Z’ must have a representative in one of the irreducible com- 
ponents of R(Q, dim T[l])\GL(dim T[j]) . T[l], which we know by 
induction. In fact, using a deformation argument as in the proof of the 
preceding corollary, we may assume that Z’ lies in the open orbit of one 
of these components. 
The complement of the orbit of T[f] contains an irreducible component 
of codimension 1 if and only if the support of T[j] is Q. If this is the case, 
T, is the Bongartz completion of T[T], because Hom(T[j], T,) =O. 
The source map from T, = T, to addT[j] coincides with f: , which 
implies that Z’ is isomorphic to T, @ Y, @ R, by 4.2. Since 
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Ext(T,, T, @ Y, ClJ R,) = 0 by 3.3, Z is isomorphic to T’;‘+’ @ Y, OR, and 
thus lies in %‘,. 
If Ti is essential for T[j], i 3 2, Ti is essential for T as well, which means 
that i lies in I_ u I,. 
First let i3 2 belong to I,. Then T,? is a direct summand of T[I] as 
Hom( T,, T,) = 0, and we can write Ri= Tf’@ RI. Now Z’ is isomorphic to 
T$+’ 0 Yj@ RI, and again the sequence (*) splits. 
The case i E I_ is a little more complicated, since T; might contain T, 
as a direct summand. Write T; = T’;O (Ti)‘, with 0 <CL <A,, and 
Ri= RI@ T;‘- P. Note that the restriction g off,: to (T;)’ is a sink map 
from add T[f] to Ti. If T, is essential for T[?], g must be surjective. Then 
Z’ is isomorphic to T?+’ 0 ker g@ R(. Since Ext( T1, Ti) = 0, Z will 
contain T:+’ as a direct summand. 
5. THE GENERAL CASE 
5.1. Let T= Tf’@ . . . 0 Tf’ with Ext( T, T) = 0 have Q as its support. 
Recall that there are exact sequences 
f,+ 
O- Ti---+ T,? - Yi----+O for ieZ+, (*I 
o-xi- 
J, T,: ----+Ti-----+O for iEI_, (**I 
0- T, g,+ P T,f+--+Z,-0 for j= r + 1, . . . . n. (***) 
For X in add T, we define the reduced representation Xred to be a maxi- 
mal common submodule of X and T. By Krull-Schmidt, Xred is unique up 
to isomorphism. 
For j= r + 1, . . . . n, let aj be the closure of the set of representations in 
R(Q, dim T) which contain as a direct summand 
Tj@Zj if T + + is reduced, 
J 
Tj if Tj is a submodule of (T,” +)red # TJ? + , 
ZJ if Z, is a quotient of ( TJ? + )red # Tj’ + . 
For iEZ+, denote by gi the closure of the set of representations in 
R(Q, dim T) which contain as a direct summand 
I 
T:,+l, Yj if T+ is reduced, 
T;“+’ if Ti is a submodule of (T,? )red # T,? , 
yi if Y, is a quotient of (T,? )red # T,? . 
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For in 1-, let Vi be the closure of the set of representations in R(Q, dim T) 
which contain as a direct summand 
T:“+‘@X, 
ii 
if T; is reduced, 
T”s+’ if Ti is a quotient of (T; )red # T; , 
xi if Xi is a submodule of (T; )red # T I~ 
THEOREM 2. The complement R(Q, dim T)\GL(dim T) . T is the union 
fi QjU u Wi. 
j=r+l ieI+uI- 
The sets gr,, 1, . . . . 9,, are the irreducible components of codimension 1. The 
sets gi are irreducible of codimension Ai+ 1 and the remaining irreducible 
components are among them. 
Note that the number of irreducible components is still bounded by n. 
There can be inclusions among the sets %?;. 
EXAMPLE. We can now complete the example of 1.4. Let Q = 1 3 2, 
dim T, = (1,2), dim T2 = (2, 3). 
(i) T= T, 0 T$ with A2 2 2: the set %‘1 is the closure of the orbit of 
Tf@ T$-= @A, where A has an open orbit in R(Q, (3,4)), and ‘ik2 is the 
closure of the orbit of TF- ’ 0 A 0 B, where B is the simple representation 
supported at the vertex 2. In this case, %‘z is contained in Vi. 
(ii) T= T$@ T, with A, > 2: the set 9Y1 is the closure of the set of 
representations which contain Tfl+ I as a direct summand; it is not the 
closure of an orbit. & is the closure of the orbit of Tf’-= 0 TZO B. 
(iii) T= T, @ T,: as in (ii), GzZ1 is not an orbit. Now %?= is the closure 
of the orbit of A 0 B. 
(iv) In case I, + A, = 1, there is one irreducible component, which is 
of codimension 1. It is not the closure of an orbit. 
5.2. PROPOSITION. The sequence (*), (**), (MM) is an almost split 
sequence in l((TiO T+JL), ‘((TiCiS TcT)‘), l((T’CB TT+)‘), for 
i E I+ , I- , and j = r + 1, . . . . n, respectively. 
We refer to [ 1, 33 for definition and properties of almost split sequences, 
which are also called Auslander-Reiten sequences. 
Proof: We give the proof for iE I+. Since T, @ T+ is a tilting module 
in ’ (( Ti @ T,: )I), it suffices to consider the case where Ti @ T ,? is a tilting 
module for Q. Then Ti lies in (T + )’ and Yi in I( T ,? ), and obviously Yj 
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is not projective. Thus the unique indecomposable in (T+ )’ is T,T zY,. 
Since Ext( Y,, T,) = k, the sequence (*) is almost split. This proves the 
claim. 
Remark. If Q is of finite representation type, the categories arising in 
the proposition have the same property. Therefore any T in mod Q with 
support Q and which does not extend itself is stable. 
Recall that an indecomposable U in mod Q is preprojective or preinjec- 
tive if rNU is projective or rpNU injective for some natural number N, and 
that the remaining indecomposables are called regular. Preprojectives and 
preinjectives coincide if and only if there are no regular modules, which is 
equivalent to the fact that Q is of finite representation type. All indecom- 
posables arising in an almost split sequence are of the same type, preprojec- 
tive, regular, or preinjective. For a “regular” almost split sequence 
O-+A+B+C+O, 
the middle term B is a direct sum of at most two non-isomorphic indecom- 
posables [7, 91. 
LEMMA. Let 
O-+A+B”@B’+C-+O 
be an almost split sequence with B indecomposable and p > 1. 
(i) If it is preprojective, then A is a submodule of B and BP’- ’ @ B’ a 
submodule of C. 
(ii) If it is preinjective, C is a quotient of B and B”-’ @ B’ a quotient 
ofA. 
Proof We prove (i), (ii) being dual. There are irreducible morphisms 
[l, 31 from A to B and from B@-‘0 B’ to C. Since an irreducible 
morphism is either injective or surjective, it suffices to prove that 
dim A < dim B, dim(BH-‘@B’)<dim C. 
If B is projective, A is a direct summand of its radical. Therefore 
dim A <dim B, and the second inequality follows from exactness. If B is 
not projective, the almost split sequence ending at B is of the form 
for some A’ [9]. By induction on predecessors in the Auslander-Reiten 
quiver, we may suppose that dim zB < dim A and dim(AV’- ’ @A’) < dim B. 
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This implies dim A <dim B, and again the second inequality follows from 
exactness. 
5.3. We call Tk preprojective, regular, or preinjective with respect to T 
if Tk is preprojective, regular, or preinjective in 
I 
‘((T/c@ T:)‘) for keZ+, 
‘((T/c@ T,JL) for kEZ-, 
%LOT:+)L) for k=r+ 1, . . ..n. 
This is independent of Tk being preprojective, regular, or preinjective in 
mod Q. Note that, if Tk is regular w.r.t. T, the middle term of the sequence 
(*), (es), or (***) is reduced. 
The following corollary of Lemma 5.3 is immediate. 
COROLLARY. (i) Let iEZ+, and suppose (T,?),,,# T,?. Then Ti is a 
submodule of (T,? )red if and only if Ti is preprojective w.r.t. T, and Yi is a 
quotient of ( T,?)red if and only if Ti is preinjective w.r.t. T. 
(ii) Let i E I- , and suppose (T; )red # T ,: . Theri Xi is a submodule of 
( T+)red if and only if Ti is preprojective w.r.t. T, and T, is a quotient of 
(T,.+),,, if and only if Ti is preinjective w.r.t. T. 
(iii) Let jE {r + 1, . . . . n >, and suppose ( T,? + )red # T,? + . Then Tj is a 
submodule of ( TJt + )red if and only if Tj is preprojective w.r.t. T, and Zj is 
a quotient of ( TJ? +)red if and only if Tj is preinjective w.r.t. T. 
In particular, the sets gj and %Fi are non-empty and irreducible. Such a 
set is the closure of an orbit if the middle term of the corresponding 
sequence (*), (**), or ( ***) is reduced. However, this condition is not 
necessary. 
5.4. Set d = d’ + d” with d’, d” E N”, and let p be the minimal value of 
dim,(Ext(Z’, Z”) @ Ext(Z”, Z’)) 
for Z’ E R( Q, d’) and Z” E R( Q, d”). Note that p is reached on an open set 
in R( Q, d’) x R( Q, d”). 
LEMMA. The codimension of the set of representations Z in R(Q, d) which 
are isomorphic to 2’ @Z” for some Z’ E R(Q, d’), Z” E R(Q, d”) is CL. 
Proof Define a polynomial map 
cp: GL(d) x R(Q, d’) x R(Q, d”) + R(Q, d) 
481/130!2-11 
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by cp(g, Z’, Z”) = g. (Z’ 0 Z”). We need to compute the codimension of 
the image of cp in R(Q, d). 
Embed the group GL(d’) x GL(d”) in GL(d) as blocks along diagonals. 
Then it acts freely on GL(d) x R(Q, d’) x R(Q, d”) by 
and cp is constant on orbits. So we may just as well compute the codimen- 
sion of the image of the induced map 
Cp: GL(d) x R(Q, d’) x R(Q, d”) -+ R(Q, d). 
GL(d’) x GL(d”) 
For Z’ E R(Q, d’), Z” E R(Q, d”), the irreducible component of 
Cp-‘(Z’@ Z”) which contains (1, Z’, Z”) is of dimension 
y(Z’, Z”) = dim, End(Z’@ Z”) - dim,(End Z’) - dim,(End Z”) 
= dim,(Hom(Z’, Z”)@ Hom(Z”, Z’)). 
Let 32 E R(Q, d’) x R(Q, d”) be the open set where y(Z’, Z”) takes its mini- 
mal value y. Then we have 
codim im ~$5 
= dim R(Q, d) - dim GL(d) x R(Q, d’) x NQ, d”) + Y. 
GL(d’) x GL(d”) > 
Applying the equality 
dim R( Q, dim V) - GL(dim V) = dim, Ext( V, V) - dim,( End V), 
which holds for any T/ by the Artin-Voigt lemma, to Z’, Z”, and Z’OZ”, 
we find, for (Z’, Z”) E ai, 
codim im (p = dim,(Ext(Z’, Z”) @ Ext(Z”, Z’)) 
- dim,(Hom(Z’, Z”) 0 Hom(Z”, Z’)) + y = p. 
Remark. Note that, for any open GL(d)-stable subset 42 in R(Q, d), the 
set 42’ in R(Q, d’) x R(Q, d”) consisting of the pairs (Z’, Z”) such that there 
exists an exact sequence 
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with 2 E ‘2% is open and stable under GL(d’) x GL(d”). To see this, consider 
the polynomial map 




5.5. COROLLARY. The set ~3~ is of codimension 1, for j = r + 1, . . . . n. The 
set Vi is of codimension Ai + 1, for i E I+ v I-. 
Proof: Let jE {r + 1, . . . . n}, and suppose that Tj is a submodule of 
(T;+L+ Consider an exact sequence 
O--+ Tj& Tt cokerf - 0. 
Applying Hom( Tj, ) and Hom( , Tj) to it yields Ext( Tj, coker f) = 0 and 
Ext(cokerf, Tj) = k. By the preceding remark, the representations in an 
open subset of R(Q, dim T - dim Tj) are isomorphic to coker f, for some f: 
The claim then follows from Lemma 5.4. In case Zj is a quotient of 
U’J++L apply the same argument to an exact sequence 
O- ker g- T* Zj+ 0. 
Next choose ie I,, and suppose that Ti is a submodule of (T+ )red. 
Consider an exact sequence 
O- T$+l L T- coker f + 0. 
We still have Ext( T,, coker f) = 0,. but now applying Hom( , Ti) yields 
. ..Hom(T. Ti)a Horn(T)+‘, Ti) 
= k”‘+ ’ --f Ext(coker f, Ti) + 0. 
The image of Hom(f, Ti) is of dimension li at most, so that 
dim, Ext(coker f, Ti) 2 1. If f followed by the projection from T to T+ is 
surjective, we actually have Ext(coker f, Ti) = k. Using 5.4 again, we con- 
clude that codim Vi= li + 1. In case Y, is a quotient of ( T+)red, consider 
an exact sequence 
Otker g-T& Y,+O. 
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Applying Hom( Y,, ) yields 
. . . Hom( Y,, T) A End Y, = k --+ Ext( Y,, ker g) 
- Ext( Y,, T) = Ext( Y,, T”) = k”’ - 0, 
which implies Ext( Yi, ker g) = kit+ I. Since Ext(ker g, YJ = 0, the codimen- 
sion of Vi is still Ai + 1. 
We leave the last case i E I- to the reader. 
Remark. As in the stable case, there are no inclusions among the sets 
aj. Thus the part of Theorem 2 on components of codimension 1 is proved. 
Note that, as before, gj is the component R(Q, dim T)\‘Sj. 
5.6. In order to finish the proof, we adapt the inductive argument given 
in 4.5 to the present situation. Note that the results of 4.4 hold without 
assuming that T is stable. We assume that the theorem is proved for 
modules having fewer direct summands than r. We may suppose that 
T= T;l@ . . . @ T? is a tilting module. 
Start from an exact sequence 
where Z’ is not isomorphic to T[j]. The complement of the orbit of T[j] 
in R(Q, dim T[l] ) contains an irreducible component of codimension 1 if 
and only if the support of T[i] is Q. If this is the case, we may assume that 
Z’ is isomorphic either to T, Ocokerf for some injection f: T, + T[l] or 
to Y, @ ker g for some surjection g: T[j] -+ Y,. In the former case, it is 
easy to see that Ext(T,, coker f@ T,) = 0, which implies that Z contains 
Tf’+l as a direct summand. In the latter case, it contains Y,, as 
Ext(T,, Y,)=O. 
The argument for i E I,, i # 1, is essentially the same. 
Finally, let i E I_. Write 
and recall that the restriction h of fl: to (T;)’ is a sink map from 
add T[T] to Ti. If Ti is essential for T[l], h is surjective. We denote its 
kernel by X[. 
In case (T;)’ is reduced, we may take Z’ to be isomorphic to 
Tf’+‘QX;@Ri, where T[-i]=(T,:)‘@T:‘@R;. Since Ext(T,, TJ=O, Z 
will contain T:+ ’ as a direct summand. 
Now suppose that (T;):,, # (T;)’ and that Ti is preinjective w.r.t. 
T[?]. Then, by 5.3, Ti is a quotient of (T,:):,,, and we may assume that 
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Z’ contains T$+ i as a direct summand. As Ext( T,, TJ = 0, this holds for 
Z as well. 
Finally, suppose that (T;)&, # (T;)’ and that Ti is preprojective w.r.t. 
T[I]. We claim that Ti is preprojective w.r.t. T as well. Indeed, otherwise 
any Tk arising with multiplicity > 1 in (T; )’ would have to be at the same 
time a submodule and a quotient of Ti by 5.3, which is impossible. If the 
multiplicity .D of T1 in T,: were > 1, we could conclude, again from 5.3, 
that 
dim(T,:)‘<(p-1)dim T,+dim(T;)‘<dim Ti. 
But Ti is essential for T[?]. So we must have p = 1. 
We may assume that Z’ is of the form Xj @ coker f for some injection 
f: Xl + T[T]. Note that Ext(T,, coker f) =0 and that Xi@ Tile1 has an 
open orbit in R(Q, dim(X; 0 Tfl)). Therefore Z lies in the closure of the 
orbit of cokerfOXj@ Tilpl and thus in qi. 
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